The Chinese government has committed to reaching its carbon emissions peak by 2030, which is a major undertaking. However, traditional carbon allocation processes may face a suite of difficulties, including the dynamics of the allocation principle, the independence of the allocation entities and data availability. Considering these difficulties, in this study, we developed a multi-level carbon allocation model that integrates five sectors and 30 provinces in China. Based on the clustering of the sectoral carbon emission of major countries (or regions), the model simulates and analyzes carbon allocation at the provincial level in China under the peak commitment.
Introduction
On 30 November 2015, at the 21st session of the UNFCCC (See Appendix A for abbreviations in the paper), China promised to reach its carbon emission peak by 2030 [1] , marking the beginning of First, how do we combine the dynamic evolution of regional carbon emissions with a specific principle? Second, how do we eliminate the interdependence among provinces in the allocation process? In addition, lack of data in some provinces further increase the difficulty.
To address these challenging questions, we developed a carbon allocation model that integrates three levels, including national, provincial and sectoral, with different sectoral emission patterns. Here, sectoral emission patterns refer to the proportion of carbon emitted by different sectors within a region. To address the first question above, the sectoral emission patterns of representative countries are studied as the target model. Then, trend extrapolation and scenario simulation of the target model are applied to reflect the alternative future evolution of China's carbon emission structure. To answer the second question, instead of the traditional methods where NCAs are allocated to provinces first and then to the different sectors within the province, an improved method is used where NCAs are allocated to sectors first and then to the corresponding sectors in each province. The advantage of the improved method is that the negotiation space will be greatly restricted due to large differences in production methods and the product mix among sectors. Thus, this method should effectively avoid the interdependence among the provinces in the traditional method. In addition, it is difficult to assign allocations to sectors within the province based on the traditional method because the proportion of carbon emitted by different sectors at the provincial level in China is often not available. Thus, the improved method calculates sectoral carbon allocations by taking the ratio of sectors' output at the provincial level to those at the national level instead of the ratio of sectoral carbon allocations at the provincial level (SCAPs) to SCANs because these two proportions are usually consistent, and the former is easy to obtain from the input-output table at the provincial level.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the data and model. In Section 3, we use scenario simulation to analyze the allocation results of 30 provinces in China and discuss their implications. In Section 4, we provide a summary and concluding remarks.
Model and Data

Data
Classification of Sectors
The current classification standards of sectoral division can be based on five sector-, 17 sector-and 42 sector-based categories. To ensure the consistency of data at the national and provincial levels and to account for the availability of data, the study classifies all sectors into five categories according to the World Bank criteria: (1) residential buildings and commercial and public services, (2) manufacturing and construction, (3) transport, (4) electricity and heat production and (5) "other" sectors ("Other" sectors represent all sectors, except the four sectors mentioned above per the World Bank database.).
Data Sources and Processing
The study mainly involves two types of data: (1) the proportion of sectoral carbon emissions in major countries (or regions) and (2) the ratio of sectors' output at the provincial level to that at the national level. The former comes from the World Bank, where the proportion of sectoral CO 2 emissions were gathered from 1971 to 2013 and extrapolated to 2030 using a condition in which the summation of the proportion of all sectors is 100%. The latter comes from the input-output table on the 42 sectors of 30 provinces in China in 2007 (National Bureau of Statistics. China's Regional Input-Output Table  2007 . China Statistics Press. In general, the ratio of sectors' output at the provincial level to that at the national level remains relatively stable). See Appendix B for the consolidation of sectoral data from different data sources. The extrapolations in this study are based on the least squares principle, where the best curves are fitted by minimizing the sum of squared deviations of historical and trend values, including quadratic, logarithmic and exponential functions. In addition, mean squared error (MSE) is used to validate the fitted curves. In the process of validation, 43 historical carbon emission data are divided into two groups, where the former 30 data are taken as the curve fitting data group for training and the latter 13 data as the data group for validation.
The study sets 2015 as the base year, 2030 as the final year and 2016-2030 as the allocation period. China's carbon emissions in 2015 are extrapolated through polynomial fitting and trend extrapolation from the World Bank's historical data. An average value of 2.85 GtC/year (The unit GtC represents the gigatons of carbon) was obtained, and values vary between 2.74 GtC/year and 2.97 GtC/year. China's carbon emissions in 2030 were projected as 3.19 GtC/year using the projections for the current policy scenario of the World Energy Outlook [30] .
Model
In this study, we proposed a method to improve carbon allocation in China (see Figure 1) . Using this method, our model first allocates NCAs to sectors and then allocates them to the corresponding sectors in each province based on a top-down process. Finally, the PCAs will be aggregated based on a bottom-up process.
Sustainability 2017, 9, 552 4 of 18 squared error (MSE) is used to validate the fitted curves. In the process of validation, 43 historical carbon emission data are divided into two groups, where the former 30 data are taken as the curve fitting data group for training and the latter 13 data as the data group for validation. The study sets 2015 as the base year, 2030 as the final year and 2016-2030 as the allocation period. China's carbon emissions in 2015 are extrapolated through polynomial fitting and trend extrapolation from the World Bank's historical data. An average value of 2.85 GtC/year (The unit GtC represents the gigatons of carbon) was obtained, and values vary between 2.74 GtC/year and 2.97 GtC/year. China's carbon emissions in 2030 were projected as 3.19 GtC/year using the projections for the current policy scenario of the World Energy Outlook [30] .
In this study, we proposed a method to improve carbon allocation in China (see Figure 1) . Using this method, our model first allocates NCAs to sectors and then allocates them to the corresponding sectors in each province based on a top-down process. Finally, the PCAs will be aggregated based on a bottom-up process. 
National Carbon Allocations
In general, NCAs are the maximum amount of carbon emissions allowed for a country. Therefore, the total NCAs from 2016 to 2030 can be expressed as follows:
where t is a single year during the allocation period.
Sectoral Carbon Allocations at the National Level
SCANs can be obtained from NCAs. A relatively straightforward method of calculating SCAPs is to set representative indicators by selecting a specific principle and then allocate NCAs to sectors based on the value of representative indicators, as in Equation (2) NCA SCAN    (2) where  is the value of representative indicators and i is the sector ID.
To combine the dynamic evolution of regional carbon emissions with the selected principle, this study introduces the allocation approach for SCANs based on sectoral emissions patterns. The steps are as follows:
(1) Conduct cluster analysis of the sectoral carbon emission structure of major countries (or regions), and extract typical target models. (2) Select a representative country in each target model. 
National Carbon Allocations
Sectoral Carbon Allocations at the National Level
SCANs can be obtained from NCAs. A relatively straightforward method of calculating SCAPs is to set representative indicators by selecting a specific principle and then allocate NCAs to sectors based on the value of representative indicators, as in Equation (2)
where α is the value of representative indicators and i is the sector ID.
(1) Conduct cluster analysis of the sectoral carbon emission structure of major countries (or regions), and extract typical target models. (2) Select a representative country in each target model. (3) Set the ratio of sectoral carbon emissions to national carbon emissions as the representative indicator. Assuming the representative indicator changes at a constant rate, the value of the representative indicator during the allocation period can be expressed using the following formula.
(4) Allocate NCAs to all sectors using Equation (2).
Provincial Carbon Allocations
In contrast to the traditional method, the improved method first obtains SCAPs and then estimates PCAs, where SCAPs are calculated by multiplying SCANs by the ratio of sector output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level, as in Equation (4)
where j is the province ID, β is the ratio of sector output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level and γ is the deviation from sectoral policies at the provincial level to the sectoral policies at the national level. Here, we assume γ = 1, which means that the evolution process of sectoral policies at the provincial level follows the evolution process of sectoral policies at the national level.
Finally, PCAs are calculated by summing up all SCAPs in the same province, as in Equation (5).
Simulation and Discussion
China's National Carbon Allocations during the Peak Commitment Period
The peak commitment means that the NCAs will rise until 2030. In general, the rising trend can be divided into three types according to the slope of the NCAs: constant, decreasing and increasing. The peak commitment also means that 2030 will be a turning point in the rise of NCAs, when the slope of NCAs changes from positive to negative. Therefore, it is not realistic for the slope of China's NCAs to show an increasing trend under the peak commitment.
Using Equation (1), we can estimate China's NCAs from 2016 to 2030. Figure 2 shows that values range from 45.51 GtC to 47.91 GtC. The horizontal (NCAs peak in 2016 and remaining constant until 2030) and slash scenario (NCAs increase with a constant slope from 2016 to 2030) represent the maximum and minimum, while the quadratic scenario (NCAs increase quadratically) lies in between (with an NCA of 46.19 GtC). 
Provincial Carbon Allocations
In contrast to the traditional method, the improved method first obtains SCAPs and then estimates PCAs, where SCAPs are calculated by multiplying SCANs by the ratio of sector output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level, as in Equation (4) 
where j is the province ID,  is the ratio of sector output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level and  is the deviation from sectoral policies at the provincial level to the sectoral policies at the national level. Here, we assume  = 1, which means that the evolution process of sectoral policies at the provincial level follows the evolution process of sectoral policies at the national level.
Simulation and Discussion
China's National Carbon Allocations during the Peak Commitment Period
Using Equation (1), we can estimate China's NCAs from 2016 to 2030. The peaking scenario determines the relative size of China's NCAs during the allocation period. Obviously, China's NCAs before the peak will not behave like either the slash or horizontal scenario, but will be most like the quadratic scenario (with different degrees of curvature). Given the same The peaking scenario determines the relative size of China's NCAs during the allocation period. Obviously, China's NCAs before the peak will not behave like either the slash or horizontal scenario, but will be most like the quadratic scenario (with different degrees of curvature). Given the same conditions, the greater the curvature in the scenario, the higher the value of China's NCAs is. We focus on the quadratic scenario in the following simulation and analysis. [7] ), carbon emissions and the sector added value are set as the representative indicators for these two principles. Figure 3 shows the SCANs from 2016 to 2030. The results of SCANs under the grandfather and GDP principles show significant differences. Under the grandfather principle, electricity and heat production sectors account for the largest share of the SCANs, and "other" sectors account for the smallest portion. Under the GDP principle, the share of manufacturing and construction sectors becomes the largest, while the share of electricity and heat production sectors shifts from the largest, under the grandfather principle, to the smallest. conditions, the greater the curvature in the scenario, the higher the value of China's NCAs is. We focus on the quadratic scenario in the following simulation and analysis.
China's SCANs during the Peak Commitment Period
Selection of Principles for SCAN allocation
Using Equation (2), we can now allocate NCAs across sectors. Taking the grandfather and output principles as examples (For the definition of the grandfather and output principles, see [7] ), carbon emissions and the sector added value are set as the representative indicators for these two principles. Figure 3 shows the SCANs from 2016 to 2030. The results of SCANs under the grandfather and GDP principles show significant differences. Under the grandfather principle, electricity and heat production sectors account for the largest share of the SCANs, and "other" sectors account for the smallest portion. Under the GDP principle, the share of manufacturing and construction sectors becomes the largest, while the share of electricity and heat production sectors shifts from the largest, under the grandfather principle, to the smallest. In contrast to the quota allocations among provinces in which interdependence exists, it is much easier to determine the allocation principle among sectors. Because of the difference in production methods and product mix among sectors, the adoption of any principles other than the grandfather principle would have a significant impact on most sectors, which is highly impractical. This makes the grandfather principle the only option for inter-sectoral quota allocation.
Sectoral Emission Patterns in Major Countries or Regions
Based on the grandfather principle, China's NCAs can be allocated among sectors at the national level. However, an important prerequisite for the allocation is to get the future trend of the sectoral carbon emissions structure. Although sectoral carbon emissions vary from country to country, some common features or patterns may be identified that could be of help for inferring this future trend. Therefore, we conducted clustering analysis on the proportion of sectoral carbon emission (To avoid multicollinearity, the clustering process discards the data of the proportion of CO2 emissions from "other sectors" to total emissions.) in major countries (or regions) using the hierarchical clustering method [31] and used the clustering results as China's alternative sector carbon emission patterns during the peak commitment period. The clustering result (see Table 1 ) shows that there are two categories of countries (or regions) that are significantly different from China as in Category 3 (where emissions from electricity and heat production sectors contribute most to total emissions), Category 1 (where emissions from the transport sector contribute most to total emissions) and Category 2 (where emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors contribute most to total emissions). Further analysis finds that the countries (or regions) that fall within Categories 1 and 2 are either economically underdeveloped or less populated. Accounting for the current conditions and In contrast to the quota allocations among provinces in which interdependence exists, it is much easier to determine the allocation principle among sectors. Because of the difference in production methods and product mix among sectors, the adoption of any principles other than the grandfather principle would have a significant impact on most sectors, which is highly impractical. This makes the grandfather principle the only option for inter-sectoral quota allocation.
Based on the grandfather principle, China's NCAs can be allocated among sectors at the national level. However, an important prerequisite for the allocation is to get the future trend of the sectoral carbon emissions structure. Although sectoral carbon emissions vary from country to country, some common features or patterns may be identified that could be of help for inferring this future trend. Therefore, we conducted clustering analysis on the proportion of sectoral carbon emission (To avoid multicollinearity, the clustering process discards the data of the proportion of CO 2 emissions from "other sectors" to total emissions.) in major countries (or regions) using the hierarchical clustering method [31] and used the clustering results as China's alternative sector carbon emission patterns during the peak commitment period. The clustering result (see Table 1 ) shows that there are two categories of countries (or regions) that are significantly different from China as in Category 3 (where emissions from electricity and heat production sectors contribute most to total emissions), Category 1 (where emissions from the transport sector contribute most to total emissions) and Category 2 (where emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors contribute most to total emissions). Further analysis finds that the countries (or regions) that fall within Categories 1 and 2 are either economically underdeveloped or less populated. Accounting for the current conditions and future trends of China's economy and population, our study indicates that China will not shift to either Category 1 or 2 in the future and will more likely remain in Category 3. For this reason, these two categories (1 and 2) were dropped. We then conducted hierarchical clustering analysis on the remaining data (i.e., we focus on emissions from electricity and heat production sectors, contributing most to total emissions). The second clustering results (see Table 1 ) show that the USA and Canada belong to Category 3-1; the EU and Turkey fall within Category 3-2; and China and India belong to Category 3-3. These categories are referred to as Pattern T, Pattern R and Pattern M, respectively, where all three patterns are dominated by the contribution from electricity and heat production sectors. In Pattern M, the manufacturing and construction sectors significantly contribute to total emissions. In Pattern R, the residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors have a significant contribution to total emissions. In Pattern T, the contribution of the transport sector to total emissions is the second highest (after the dominating contribution from electricity and heat production sectors). Suppose that China's sectoral carbon emission structure will not fundamentally change before the peak, meaning that carbon emissions from the electricity and heat production sectors will continue to be the biggest contributors to national carbon emissions. Based on the above clustering results, Patterns M, R and T will be the three alternative target patterns for the future evolution of China's sectoral carbon emission structure. Since China has become the world's largest developing country, its policy decision on the future evolution of the sectoral carbon emission structure could be either continual to maintain the current pattern or converge with representative developed countries. According to the clustering results, China, the U.S. and the EU are selected as the representative countries for Patterns M, T and R, respectively, and their sectoral carbon emission trends are extrapolated (Refer to Section 2.1.2 for the process of extrapolation and validation). Figure 4 shows the proportion of the representative countries' sectoral carbon emissions in 2030.
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China's sectoral carbon emission structure. Since China has become the world's largest developing country, its policy decision on the future evolution of the sectoral carbon emission structure could be either continual to maintain the current pattern or converge with representative developed countries. According to the clustering results, China, the U.S. and the EU are selected as the representative countries for Patterns M, T and R, respectively, and their sectoral carbon emission trends are extrapolated (Refer to Section 2.1.2 for the process of extrapolation and validation). Figure 4 shows the proportion of the representative countries' sectoral carbon emissions in 2030. 
Comparison of SCANs under Different Target Patterns
According to the trend extrapolation results of the target model, we use Formula (3) to derive the annual value of the representative indicators of five sectors for China from 2016 to 2030. By substituting them into Equation (2) 
According to the trend extrapolation results of the target model, we use Formula (3) to derive the annual value of the representative indicators of five sectors for China from 2016 to 2030. By substituting them into Equation (2), we can allocate the NCAs to sectors based on Patterns M, R and T. The allocation results are shown in Figure 5 . China's sectoral carbon emission structure. Since China has become the world's largest developing country, its policy decision on the future evolution of the sectoral carbon emission structure could be either continual to maintain the current pattern or converge with representative developed countries. According to the clustering results, China, the U.S. and the EU are selected as the representative countries for Patterns M, T and R, respectively, and their sectoral carbon emission trends are extrapolated (Refer to Section 2.1.2 for the process of extrapolation and validation). Figure 4 shows the proportion of the representative countries' sectoral carbon emissions in 2030. The differences in the distribution of SCANs will inevitably lead to diverse preferences for target patterns. Table 2 shows the allocation results of SCANs for all five sectors under the three target patterns from 2016 to 2030. The preference here means that a sector gets more quotas. It can be seen from Table 2 that the key factor in changing sectoral preferences is the relative size of SCANs across sectors under different target patterns. For example, for given NCAs, a sector always prefers the target pattern that allocates most SCANs to its own. The more SCANs a sector gets under a target pattern compared to those under others, the higher its preference for this target pattern is. In general, the relative size of the SCANs determines the sectoral preference for the target pattern.
China's SCAPs and PCAs during the Peak Commitment Period
Provincial Preferences for Carbon Emission Patterns
SCANs can be used to calculate SCAPs using Equation (4) . Figure 6 shows the total SCAPs for 30 provinces in China from 2016 to 2030. The differences in the distribution of SCANs will inevitably lead to diverse preferences for target patterns. Table 2 shows the allocation results of SCANs for all five sectors under the three target patterns from 2016 to 2030. The preference here means that a sector gets more quotas. It can be seen from Table 2 that the key factor in changing sectoral preferences is the relative size of SCANs across sectors under different target patterns. For example, for given NCAs, a sector always prefers the target pattern that allocates most SCANs to its own. The more SCANs a sector gets under a target pattern compared to those under others, the higher its preference for this target pattern is. In general, the relative size of the SCANs determines the sectoral preference for the target pattern.
China's SCAPs and PCAs during the Peak Commitment Period
Provincial Preferences for Carbon Emission Patterns
SCANs can be used to calculate SCAPs using Equation (4). Figure 6 shows the total SCAPs for 30 provinces in China from 2016 to 2030. Like SCANs, the target pattern is also an important influential factor of SCAPs. However, the preference of the provincial sector for the target pattern is fully consistent with that of the national sector (see Table 2 ). This is mainly because the target pattern can only change the relative share of the SCANs, and the more the SCANs, the higher the corresponding SCAPs are according to Equation (4) .
In addition to the target pattern, SCAPs are also affected by the share of emissions from the provincial sector in the national sector. For example, compared with other provinces, the residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors, the transport sector and the electricity and heat production sectors in Guangdong province account for the largest share of carbon emissions in the corresponding sectors in China. Therefore, carbon allocations for these three sectors in Guangdong are larger than in other provinces. Similarly, the carbon allocations for the manufacturing and construction sectors and "other" sectors in Jiangsu and Shandong provinces will receive the most allocations. In the case that other conditions remain unchanged, the larger the share of emissions from the provincial sector in the national sector, the greater the SCAPs are.
Using SCAPs, PCAs can be aggregated according to Equation (5). Table 3 lists PCAs for 30 provinces in China from 2016 to 2030. The provincial preference for the target pattern is complex. It depends on the weighted result of all sectoral preferences for the target pattern. The weight here is the share of the sectoral carbon Like SCANs, the target pattern is also an important influential factor of SCAPs. However, the preference of the provincial sector for the target pattern is fully consistent with that of the national sector (see Table 2 ). This is mainly because the target pattern can only change the relative share of the SCANs, and the more the SCANs, the higher the corresponding SCAPs are according to Equation (4) .
Using SCAPs, PCAs can be aggregated according to Equation (5). Table 3 lists PCAs for 30 provinces in China from 2016 to 2030. The provincial preference for the target pattern is complex. It depends on the weighted result of all sectoral preferences for the target pattern. The weight here is the share of the sectoral carbon emissions in the province. Therefore, the higher the share, the greater the preference the province would have for the target model that the sector prefers. As Table 3 shows, the number of provinces with a preference for Pattern T is the largest (up to 16), including Hebei, Shanxi and Inner Mongolia. Their sectoral emission structure is mainly characterized by a relatively high proportion of emissions from the transport sector, compared to Patterns M and R. The number of provinces that prefer pattern M is nine, including Liaoning, Shandong and Jiangsu. Their sectoral emissions structure is mainly characterized by a relatively high proportion of emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors. The number of provinces with a preference for Pattern R is the lowest (only five), including Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin. Their sectoral emission structure is characterized by a relatively high proportion of emission from the residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors and a relatively low proportion from the manufacturing and construction sectors.
Peaking Pressure at the Provincial Level
Through the allocation of quotas, the peak pressure will be decomposed from the national level to the provincial level by advancing the provincial peak year. Figure 7 shows the peak year of PCAs under the different target patterns. emissions in the province. Therefore, the higher the share, the greater the preference the province would have for the target model that the sector prefers. As Table 3 shows, the number of provinces with a preference for Pattern T is the largest (up to 16), including Hebei, Shanxi and Inner Mongolia. Their sectoral emission structure is mainly characterized by a relatively high proportion of emissions from the transport sector, compared to Patterns M and R. The number of provinces that prefer pattern M is nine, including Liaoning, Shandong and Jiangsu. Their sectoral emissions structure is mainly characterized by a relatively high proportion of emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors. The number of provinces with a preference for Pattern R is the lowest (only five), including Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin. Their sectoral emission structure is characterized by a relatively high proportion of emission from the residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors and a relatively low proportion from the manufacturing and construction sectors.
Through the allocation of quotas, the peak pressure will be decomposed from the national level to the provincial level by advancing the provincial peak year. Figure 7 shows the peak year of PCAs under the different target patterns. The NCAs experience a nonlinear change, making the peak PCAs year complex (PCAs are the sum of all SCAPs, which are computed by Equations (2) and (4); where  is linear,  is constant and  = 1.). In Pattern M, except for Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Guangxi and Gansu provinces where the peak year advanced to 2029 and Guizhou, Qinghai and Ningxia provinces where the peak years advanced to 2028, the peak years occur in 2030, the same as China's commitment to its peak year (see Figure 7 ). This indicates that the current sectoral carbon emission structure of the seven provinces above is quite different from Pattern M, meaning they need to make more adjustments to their sectoral structure than other provinces during the peak commitment. In Patterns R and T, most of the provinces with the peak year advanced are characterized by a relatively high share of carbon emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors, while the SCAPs for these sectors are significantly reduced. This is mainly because the preference of the provincial sector for the target pattern is consistent with that of the national sector, and the manufacturing and construction sectors prefer Pattern M rather than Patterns T or R (see Table 2 ). Figure 7 shows that there are eight provinces that advanced their peak year in both Patterns R and T. Among the top four provinces with the largest carbon emissions from manufacturing and construction sectors (i.e., Guangdong, Shandong, Jiangsu and Zhejiang), the total SCAPs for these sectors account for 43% of SCANs, and their average peak year is much earlier than in Pattern M. These two patterns will bring significant challenges to manufacturing and construction sectors in China, especially to the four provinces mentioned above. In other words, these four provinces have to increase the share of carbon emissions from the transport sector or residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors in order to postpone the peak year. In contrast to Pattern T, Shanxi, Hubei, Guangxi and Guizhou provinces also advanced their peak years because of their significant differences in carbon emissions from residential buildings and commercial and public services in Pattern R. The NCAs experience a nonlinear change, making the peak PCAs year complex (PCAs are the sum of all SCAPs, which are computed by Equations (2) and (4); where α is linear, β is constant and γ = 1.). In Pattern M, except for Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Guangxi and Gansu provinces where the peak year advanced to 2029 and Guizhou, Qinghai and Ningxia provinces where the peak years advanced to 2028, the peak years occur in 2030, the same as China's commitment to its peak year (see Figure 7) . This indicates that the current sectoral carbon emission structure of the seven provinces above is quite different from Pattern M, meaning they need to make more adjustments to their sectoral structure than other provinces during the peak commitment. In Patterns R and T, most of the provinces with the peak year advanced are characterized by a relatively high share of carbon emissions from the manufacturing and construction sectors, while the SCAPs for these sectors are significantly reduced. This is mainly because the preference of the provincial sector for the target pattern is consistent with that of the national sector, and the manufacturing and construction sectors prefer Pattern M rather than Patterns T or R (see Table 2 ). Figure 7 shows that there are eight provinces that advanced their peak year in both Patterns R and T. Among the top four provinces with the largest carbon emissions from manufacturing and construction sectors (i.e., Guangdong, Shandong, Jiangsu and Zhejiang), the total SCAPs for these sectors account for 43% of SCANs, and their average peak year is much earlier than in Pattern M. These two patterns will bring significant challenges to manufacturing and construction sectors in China, especially to the four provinces mentioned above. In other words, these four provinces have to increase the share of carbon emissions from the transport sector or residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors in order to postpone the peak year. In contrast to Pattern T, Shanxi, Hubei, Guangxi and Guizhou provinces also advanced their peak years because of their significant differences in carbon emissions from residential buildings and commercial and public services in Pattern R.
Sensitivity Analysis
Variation in parameter values may lead to changes in simulation results. It is thus necessary to perform sensitivity analysis on the parameters of our model. In the process of allocating PCAs, the parameter γ ij is introduced in Equation (4) to illustrate potential changes in the ratio of sectors' output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level. However, γ ij is usually uncertain, thus leading to uncertainty in the SCAPs calculated from γ ij As a result, this uncertainty may lead to a change in the simulation results for target pattern preferences and provincial peak years. Therefore, we designed an experiment to conduct sensitivity analysis on γ ij to examine whether, and to what degree, the simulation results may change when γ ij is perturbed. Since the production behavior of provincial sectors is usually path dependent and tends to follow sectoral policies at the national level, we set γ ij to follow a normal distribution with mean µ = 1 and standard deviation σ (perturbation rate; typically small values). The average annual change in the ratios of sectors output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level in China's sectors is between ±0.05 (According to the database of China's National Bureau of Statistics from 2008 to 2015.). Considering that target patterns have largely reflected the average annual change trend of γ ij , the perturbation rate σ (the standard deviation of γ ij ) should be kept less than 0.05. Thus, in this sensitivity analysis experiment, we design three treatments by setting σ to 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05, respectively. For each treatment, we perform 100 Monte Carlo runs.
The sensitivity analysis results (see Tables A3-A5 in Appendix C) show that, compared with Table 3 , the absolute value of PCAs from 2016 to 2030 may vary with the increase in the perturbation rate σ. However, the preference of more than half of the provinces (16) for the target patterns remains unchanged, such as Beijing, Hebei and Liaoning. On the other hand, 14 provinces, such as Zhejiang, Anhui and Chongqing, tend to adjust their preference for target patterns. The main feature of these provinces that maintain their preference for a target pattern is that the contribution of some sector (or sectors) to the total emissions is significantly higher than that of others and consistent with the target pattern. For example, Beijing with dominant residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors always prefers pattern R. A high proportion of manufacturing and construction sectors in Liaoning province makes it always prefer Pattern M. The transport sector dominating in Hebei province leads to a stable, preferred Pattern T in response to perturbation. In other words, the more significant the sectoral carbon emission structure in provinces, the more stable the provincial preference for target patterns would be in the face of uncertainty, for example changes in the ratio of sector output at the provincial level to sector output at the national level here.
The mean and standard deviation of provincial peak years for the three treatments of the sensitivity analysis experiment are reported in Tables A6-A8 in Appendix D. Further analysis revealed that the reason for advancing the provincial peak year was due to the inconsistency between the sectoral carbon emissions structure and the target patterns. The larger the gap between them, the more the provincial peak year will be advanced. Small perturbation (treatment 1; σ = 0.01) leads to marginal change in provincial peak year. For example, the means of provincial peak years in Table A6 remain almost the same as the peak year of PCAs in Figure 7 . With the increase of σ, the provincial peak years are advanced to some extent. It is mainly because larger σ increases the possibility of the difference between the sectoral carbon emissions structure and the target patterns. Therefore, the larger the perturbation, the more the provincial peak years (with higher variation) would be advanced. Thus, to accurately estimate the peak years in advance, it is necessary to combine the planning of the future sectoral carbon emissions structure so as to reduce the uncertainty of change in the provincial sectoral carbon emissions structure.
Conclusions
In this study, we presented a model that combines top-down and bottom-up carbon allocation processes to overcome difficulties that traditional methods may face, including the dynamics of the distribution principle, the independence of allocations entities and data availability. By using clustering analysis and scenario simulation, we have the following five conclusions: First, China's NCAs range from 45.51 GtC to 47.91 GtC during the peak commitment period. In contrast to allocating NCAs to provinces, it is much easier to determine the allocation principle among sectors. The grandfather principle is the best and only option. In the future, China's carbon emissions pattern will be dominated by the contribution from electricity and heat production sectors. This emission pattern can be further distinguished into three categories (Patterns M, R and T), in which other types of sectors (manufacturing and construction, residential buildings and commercial and public services and transport) have significant contributions to total emission while electricity and heat production sectors dominate the emission.
Second, peak scenarios and emission patterns are two factors that can affect SCANs. The former sets the absolute size of the quotas for each sector, while the latter adjusts the relative share of quotas among the sectors. In terms of sectoral preferences, manufacturing and construction sectors, electricity and heat production sectors and "other" sectors prefer Pattern M; residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors prefer Pattern R; and the transport sector prefers Pattern T. Although the preferences vary from sector to sector, they are consistent at the national and provincial level.
Third, compared with sectoral preferences, provincial preferences are more complex. There are 16 provinces with a significant amount of transport sectoral carbon emissions (i.e., the preferred pattern is T), consisting of Hebei, Shanxi and Inner Mongolia. Nine provinces that have a high proportion of manufacturing and construction sector emissions (i.e., Pattern M is preferred) are represented by Guangdong, Shandong and Jiangsu. There exist five provinces with heavy residential construction and commercial and public service sector emissions that have a preference for Pattern R, including Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin.
Fourth, to achieve peak commitment for China, different provinces are facing alternative peak pressures. In the case of the quadratic scenario, Pattern R affected the largest number of provinces (up to 12), followed by Patterns T and M (eight and seven provinces). In the future, if China adopts either Pattern R or T, the manufacturing-and construction-oriented provinces will face higher pressure, especially Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong and Guangxi provinces. In order to postpone the peak year, they may have to increase the share of carbon emissions from the transport sector or residential buildings and commercial and public services sectors.
Last, sensitivity analysis show that the more significant the sectoral carbon emission structure in provinces, the more stable the provincial preference for target patterns would be in face of uncertainty. In addition, the larger the perturbation (standard deviation σ of γ), the more the provincial peak years (with higher variation) would be advanced.
In summary, our model that combines both bottom-up and top-down processes provides support for decision-making related to carbon allocation in China. This combined modeling approach may provide insight into understanding the complexity of carbon allocation in other countries. We will focus on the following directions for future work. First, to make the carbon allocation results more robust, an analysis using IPCC [26] sectoral projections will be carried out once relevant data for the IPCC sectoral projections are available. Second, spatial analysis (e.g., spatial autocorrelation) will be conducted to reveal the spatially-explicit characteristics (e.g., hotspots) of carbon allocation at the province level in terms of sectoral preference and peak years. Third, an agent-based simulation modeling approach will be used to better represent the potential interactions among alternative sectors of different provinces in terms of carbon allocation.
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